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[StraitShot47] wrote:
“So, you're telling us a Jew, the hive mind, knew about Hitler 500 years
prior to him ascending his throne?”

The jews are criminals of the highest order. Their prophecy is just if they keep
doing criminality, someone will rise against them and attempt punishment on
them, whom they will have to fight. These are their prophecies of an 'antichrist',
or simply put, someone opposed to their jewish dogma, rising from their enemy
race, the Amalek or Esav people, whom they pillage and attack for centuries.

Amalek and Esav are spiritual classifications the jews have for White people,
who have been a sore in their ass for centuries, sort of like the only people that
woke up and militarily moved against the jews and attempted to remove them
from their civilizations. One rule in the Mitzvot says a jew cannot enter heaven,
unless he has made sure to kill people of Esav and Amalek in his lifetime.

This is a necessity to kill these people, which the criminal tribe understands as
opposing factors to their quest for global enslavement. Rabbis state that if a jew
has not killed enough of Esav and Amalek, they are forced to return by Gilgul
back into the earth, to make sure they kill enough. This is masked in the greater
'Gilgul' in regards to the Mitzvot and completing the jewish commandments.

There is nothing prophetic here, just the jews understanding the basic laws of
cause and effect. If you keep sacrificing people, you will be caught, and when
you will be caught, the masses will be angry, and when they are angry, they will
rise against you.

This is nothing but a robber expecting the police to bust them at some point
because they commit giant robberies. And preparing the members of their own
mafia on how to counteract such an event when it happens, as part of natural
retribution for their immense crimes.

Their plan against the 'antichrist' is just a planning on how to position their goyim
mafia serfs and cattle slaves as meat shields for when this event of judgement
triggers on the jews, with the ultimate hope of destroying all opposition and
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awareness to their crimes, and all beings who disagree with them, to keep
thieving forever without impediment permanently. This is the heavenly kingdom of
"Jerusalem", in which, the jews will have total and unconditional control over the
Goyim forever.

Of course the jews have pseudo-spiritualized the above concept in order to
pretend this is some part of divine planning, to keep their crimes going
permanently, and the goyim in complete preparation at any moment to sacrifice
for the benefit of the jews. This also prepares a 5th column within the Gentile
nations, so if any such movement to cleanse the jewish dross arises, the goyim
slaves will arise against this authority, and defend the jews, giving them
necessary time to prepare.

As such the Christards are told to 'fight the antichrist' and so forth, and defend
the jews, so they can gain an afterlife position in their criminal-afterlife-heaven, to
sing hallelujahs to the jews for all eternity.

Lastly, yes, of course, the jews know, especially the psychic ones, depending on
their level of development, when and if something like the above will happen.
This is because they are consciously also bringing up humanity to this end by
their endless assaults. This does not mean their knowledge is accurate (They
cannot predict shit in reality) or that they can 'stop' this event. There are many
factors involved here.

As such when they stage the mega robbery of the planet, they just whine an
alarm will hit in the 'last days' and the last elements of justice will try to take them
down from this robbery. All the 'preparation' for the end days is just preparation
so they can go through these processes, as with criminals organizing the most
giant heist.

People who are against the jewish plan are called 'antichrists', and any leading
authority which doesn't let the jews advance is called an 'antichrist'. Therefore,
like with the term 'racist', and how they mobilize SJW's to attack people like
Tucker Carlson, they can just mobilize the goyim slaves to attack their own
leadership as 'antichrists', and cause permanent confusion on their subjects.

Metaphysically the 'antichrist' in deep jewish tradition is the sum of all the
energies of defense of pagan people, which manifests in leadership or other
phenomena, defending themselves and creating organized resistance against
the jews.

The jews whine about this natural fact by calling these events 'reactions from the
dark side', while placing themselves on the holy pedestal, because as we all



know, when the jews do criminal planning, it's 'holy planning', same as the turds
they bless every time they shit on the toilet, which are HaShit's holy turds.

The schizophrenic nature of jews is to never stop their pollution and attempted
usurping of innocents as slaves, but also, criminalize their defense against them.
As such, one is called an 'antichrist' or a 'Satan' the moment they just act against
jewish interest. The jews call Satan or Amalek anyone who objects with their
planning, while they have the code word 'Christian' for the good slaves they have
enslaved, and as such, distance from their midst, as a farmer distances dirty
swine from his own family.

Essentially Satanist in the mind of jews is a title for whatever opposes them,
while 'Christian' is the title of the enslaved cattle they have, to add insult to
ridicule. This is why the jews allow to live on the side of Christians, but not
intermingle with them, and accept Muslims too as part of the slavery category.

But the jews will never tolerate to live on the side of Pagans, as proven in the
bible, because they are "Satanic", and must therefore be exterminated since their
existence is active opposition to the jewish dogma, not in potentiality, but literally
in practice.

Christian is the muzzled dog that has been trained to act like a slave, and
therefore, the jews lose no opportunity to attack the pagan races by using the
term "Christian", as in meaning, "worthless muzzled dog thanks to our brain virus
of christianity, haha, stupid goyim".

As far as "Christ" is concerned, this 'longing' of the Christurds is basically the
return or Gilgul (Reincarnation in Hebrew) of Rabbi Yehoshua or Yeshua. Known
to the cattle Christurds as Jewsus Christ the Nazarene. The highest Rabbis like
Kaduri have revealed that "Jesus Christ" or in hebrew "Yeshua" is essentially a
jewish soul that used to exist before in time, and overestimated its own
importance and influence as a jew, therefore, Jesus is called a lunatic rabbi at
odds with his own people. Christianity is the export movement from Israel which
believed in this racial jew to be the 'savior of Israel' a very long time ago, and
placed this character (which never really existed and was based upon a rumor in
historical reality) as the head of the jews.

So Christurdianity is just a hebrew cult essentially. This cult was exported to the
dumb illiterates in the Roman empire by gradual corruption, and voila, you have
retards today who believe that Christurdianity is anything else than the waiting
and longing like a cuck of what will ultimately kill your species. This is arrayed in
the Revelation which is the prophecy of the 'Second Coming'. Christians or
mental turds are taught to 'expect' this and pray copiously for this event, so they



can channel their own energy into their own demise, as part of the larger jewish
mega cult vortex of energy.

Essentially, the jews predict that anything that will come in opposition to their plan
is just a "Satan", and this is the same energy form that the jews and christurds
and muslims rebuke at any ritual. Any re-emergence of such energy in the
consciousness of people is called "The End Times", because the jews shriek in
terror that someone will come and undo their nefarious planning, so they whine
about this very fact all the time.

Jews whine at everything of being an "Antichrist" if it simply is against them.
Therefore, any resistance, even by coincidence, from the goyim, is labelled as
antichrist. The prophecies of the jews are pretty simple.

A jew is like "When we will put this goyim and try to operate it without anesthesia
to kill it, it will try to punch us, that damned goy!" and then another jew puts this in
a prophetic book as some sort of celestial event, because this sort of thing to
resist the jews who want to kill you is plain unethical, and non-christian, you silly
goyim. And plus, it makes you an antichrist, which you do not want to be, you
want the alternative, to slave forever for the kikes in their heaven.

The above constitutes all the prophecies of the jews combined.
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